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London Assembly Garden Bridge Working Group - 15 April 2019 
 

Transcript – Agenda Item 5 – Transport for London’s Role in the Garden Bridge 
 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  That brings us on to our main item, and the main focus of this meeting would be to 

discuss the outstanding issues relating to the Garden Bridge project and Transport for London’s (TfL) role in it.  

Can I welcome Andy Brown, who is Head of Corporate Affairs at TfL, to this session?  Andy, if you are 

wondering why you are sat with three empty spaces, that is because, unfortunately, we did invite two members 

of the Garden Bridge Trust and the Chief Executive of the Garden Bridge Trust, but they have declined to 

co-operate with our investigation, which I think is a shame.   

 

To kick off with some opening questions, Assembly Member Duvall. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Thank you very much.  What was your actual role at TfL during the 2015/16 period of the 

Garden Bridge? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was a programme manager in our 

Planning Department, so I had a number of different projects and programmes that I was responsible for 

keeping an eye on and helping to manage, not just the Garden Bridge.  For instance, I was responsible for the 

TfL Growth Fund at the time.  Anything that required central management or that had an interesting, 

challenging, complex stakeholder engagement landscape or technical details, that was something that our 

Central Programme Management Team would get involved in, and I was one of the members of that team. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Would it be fair to say you were the last man standing in dealing with the Garden Bridge, 

stepping in to some of those issues?   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There are a few other people at TfL 

who still have some involvement in it.  Some of my colleagues who supported me, for instance, from the Legal 

Team.  Of the people who were working very directly on the project in late 2015 and early 2016, it is primarily 

me now, yes. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  In terms of your position at TfL hierarchy with respect to Richard de Cani [former Managing 

Director of Planning, TfL], what was that?  Were you his number 2 or just the -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No.  I was a junior member of his 

team. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  What do you mean by “junior member”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We have a definition in TfL of whether 

you are junior management or senior management.  At that time I was considered a junior member of staff.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  A junior manager, or junior member of staff? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  They are broadly the same thing, but I 

had some managerial responsibilities.  I was a junior manager. 

 



 

Len Duvall AM:  One of the issues I think is on record is the checks and balances of TfL projects, and clearly 

you will be used to the normal situation in TfL in terms of checks and balances of this project.  This project has 

been found to have either avoided those checks and balances or they did not apply.  Tell us what you think 

were the checks and balances on the Garden Bridge project during this particular time that you observed.  How 

does it work?  Pretend I am the Garden Bridge people and I want to do X.  Do you tell me no, I cannot do it, or 

what?  What are the checks and balances of the organisation and the processes that you would go through 

both formally and informally? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The delivery model for this project was 

very different to how TfL would typically deliver a project where it was being delivered in-house.  The Garden 

Bridge Trust was solely responsible for the delivery of the project.  Our role in it was to make sure that we were 

aware of and managing our funding contribution to it and were doing what we could to support its delivery of 

the project.  That was all in line with the Mayoral directions that we had been issued with over the course of 

the project.  We were instructed to provide that funding and to provide what support we could.   

 

Who told the Garden Bridge Trust what to do?  They were responsible for their own decisions.  Our role in it 

was to make sure that we were satisfied, firstly that they were using any funding that we had given them 

appropriately and in accordance with the conditions in our funding agreement, and secondly that if they were 

asking for additional money, that they had met the conditions of payment for that money before any money 

was paid.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Please, Mr Brown.  We have seen emails and we have seen attendance at Garden Bridge 

Trust meetings.  Do you not think that the role that you and your colleagues played was a little bit more than 

just recipients of requests from the Garden Trust?  You are there advising them on occasions.  It is there.  It is 

in black and white.  You are actually telling them how to do things, and in these email exchanges of what 

comes back.  We will explore this later on.  Do you not think your role was slightly different than being a 

recipient of a request from a third party? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It was certainly more than them asking 

us for something and us assessing it.  As I said, our role was described by the Mayoral directions we had been 

given.  One element of those Mayoral directions was to support them as best we could to deliver the project.  

That is something that the former Mayor [Boris Johnson] had instructed us to do.  In practice, that meant very 

close involvement of making sure we were on top of everything we were doing.  That meant lots more than just 

attending monthly meetings of their Board.  I would meet with them very regularly, often once or twice a 

week, to go through the detail of exactly where they were, what they needed to do and what they were going 

to do in order to get over any hurdles.  It is important to make a distinction of who was taking what decisions 

and who had what accountability, and the delivery of this project was the accountability of the Garden Bridge 

Trust. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  One of the groups that we understand TfL sometimes engaged in terms of overseeing some 

of this project management is a group that you have internally called --  

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  IIPAG, the Investment Programme -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The Independent Investment 

Programme Advisory Group, yes. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Were they involved at any stage of this project? 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  In the time that I have been working 

on the project, from November 2015, I am not aware of IIPAG having been involved.  I do not know whether it 

was involved earlier.  IIPAG’s role, as I understand it, is to provide independent assurance of projects that TfL is 

delivering.  For the entire time that I have been working on the Garden Bridge, we were not the delivery agent.  

That was the Garden Bridge Trust.  I cannot tell you - I could find out for you - whether they were involved 

before the project was formally handed over to the Garden Bridge Trust in mid-2015. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  That would be very useful and I think we would take that.  Let us proceed with some of the 

formal questions I have.  Two of the three key Garden Bridge Trust meetings when construction contracts were 

discussed, December and January, you were representing TfL.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  In December 2015 and January 2016?  

Yes. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Yes.  Were they the first Garden Bridge Trust meetings that you attended? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I started working on the project in 

November 2015.  I think that December 2015 was the first Board meeting of the Trust that I attended.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Sorry.  Do you want to check your notes? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can check them if you would like.  

That is my recollection.  Yes, that is right. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Again, can you just describe what that role was?  I think you have generally said that but let 

us get it back on the record in a clear way. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We had rights under our funding 

agreement with the Trust to send an observer to the monthly meetings of the Garden Bridge Trust Board.  We 

always exercised that through this period, and our role was as an observer.  They were doing their business as a 

Board of trustees.  You will see in a number of places there are minutes of contributions to those meetings.  

That is not unusual in my experience when it is a relatively small group - it was ten to 15 people - and if 

something came up that was directly related to TfL or the Greater London Authority (GLA), they would ask a 

question and we would answer it.  Our contributions were relatively limited because we were just there to 

understand what they were doing to progress the delivery of the project and to add that to our wider evidence 

base of how they were doing and whether they were meeting conditions, that sort of thing.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Sorry, I might not be listening properly, but in terms of some of that limited role, how much 

did you know about the Garden Bridge Trust, what it was doing, and how the project was progressing?  You 

have already mentioned to us that you were attending their meetings, but you also had a number of additional 

meetings outside their formal Trust meetings, if I can describe them as that. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Our attendance at the Garden Bridge 

Trust Board meetings was actually a relatively small part of our information-gathering about where the project 

was at.  In my day to day involvement in the project, I would typically meet the Trust once or twice a week.  I 

would sit in on one of their project team meetings to go through all of the very granular detail of where they 

were in terms of delivering the project and what they needed to do next and whether there were any risks or 

opportunities, all of that detail that you would expect -- 

 



 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Can I interrupt just briefly there?  Sorry.  Were there formal notes made of those 

meetings that you had with the Trust? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not that I have.  I do not know 

whether the Trust did.  You would need to ask them. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  OK, thank you.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There were those meetings that I used 

to go to with them and their Consultant Team and their wider Project Delivery Team.  Then, normally once a 

week, we would ask them to come in and present to me and to the Managing Director about their delivery of 

the project more as a two-way meeting, rather than the one I have just described, which was again more of an 

observer capacity.  We would ask them to explain their progress and delivery, what was coming up next, and 

what, if anything, they wanted us to do to support them in line with Mayoral directions we had been given.  

That was much more of an active client role as well as a significant funder of the project.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  In all these meetings you are receiving lots of information, some formal in terms of data, 

progression, milestones being completed, and milestones not being completed, as is the case in this project, 

and you are meeting key people of this organisation.  At any stage did you ever have issues around the 

confidence of this Trust in completing this project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not any more than I would of any 

project team that was delivering a project within TfL.  I think they were very aware of the risks that they had 

ahead of them and the tasks that they needed to complete.  At this point in time the next key step for them 

was getting everything in place to begin construction of the bridge, which they were intending to do in 

June/July 2016, and all of the steps they had to go through to get to that place: discharging the conditions 

related to the planning permission that had been secured, negotiating land agreements and various licences.  

They were very aware of what needed to be done, and we were satisfied that they had the resource and 

expertise in place to do that. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  You were never concerned they were not hitting some pretty key milestones?  I am going to 

return to this in detail.  Were you never concerned that they could not hit some key milestones in terms of 

anchoring one of the sites of where the bridge was going to end?   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  They had successfully met a number 

of milestones, and then there were a number of other things that they needed to do, which had challenges 

associated with them.  In my experience, that is common of any complex projects.  There will be some things 

that you deliver exactly to plan, and some things that require amendments to your plan to address the things 

that the world throws at you.  The bits that they still needed to do, we were very actively involved in 

understanding how they intended to approach meeting those requirements, and in some cases were taking 

part in negotiations alongside them to help them overcome them.  For instance, on the southern side, we were 

having regular meetings with them and with Lambeth Council and with Coin Street Community Builders to help 

them overcome it.  I would not say that we had serious concerns about whether it could be delivered.  There 

were things we knew were harder than other things, and they had credible plans in place to address them. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Credible? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes. 

 



 

Len Duvall AM:  Who briefed you before your meetings with the Trust?  Was there any prior briefing or were 

you left to get on on your own? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I worked on this project closely with 

the Managing Director of Planning.  The two of us together would meet regularly to discuss our understanding 

of what was going on with the project, but I was not briefed prior to going to meetings.  It was more the other 

way around.  It was my job to go to the meeting, understand what was going on, and brief back to my 

superiors. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  You briefed back via your management structures.  Were you in any of those briefings when 

Richard de Cani left the organisation?  Were you dealing directly with Mike Brown [MVO], the Commissioner 

[of TfL], in terms of providing notes and advice? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Richard left in May 2016, and another 

man, Alex Williams, took over as Managing Director of Planning and took over the responsibilities of that 

position.  It depends on who was being briefed about what.  There were instances where I would brief the 

Commissioner about certain things with Alex, if that was something that he needed my expertise to brief him 

on.  For instance, when the current Mayor then commissioned Dame Margaret Hodge to do her review, I was 

involved in helping Mike [Brown MVO] get back up to speed on some of things that had gone on in the 

project.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  It is fair to say that you are the originator of any briefings on the Garden Bridge up via your 

management structure to whoever? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, that is not right. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Who else would be originators of briefings, then, other than yourself? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It depends on the content of the 

briefing.  It would come from various different parts.  The Legal Team would produce certain things if it was a 

particularly legal-oriented note.  They would start it, and I would help them to draft it.  The same would 

happen in reverse if it was more policy. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  You would be holding the ring.  Would it be fair to say you are the co-ordinator within TfL, 

the person who has the information?  There may well be legal or may well be some other parts in the 

organisation, but you would be holding the ring for the organisation on this project. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Broadly speaking, yes, but it does 

depend on the specific topic to do with the project that is being discussed.  If it was a very detailed legal or 

governance question, then I would contribute to it with some of the details of the project, but it would not be 

appropriate for me to try to co-ordinate and lead that briefing when I do not have the expertise to do that.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  You said legal, who else would in TfL be separately reporting or briefing?  It would not just 

be to Mike Brown, but presumably back into this organisation as well, back into the Mayor or the Mayoral 

Team.  Is that the case? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Right now, it would be me or legal 

because our role in the project has reduced significantly, given where it is at.  Earlier, before I was even 

involved in the project, that would have been much wider, when our role was much wider, so there would have 



 

been contributions from more specialist planners, consents advisers, procurement advisers.  All of these 

different people would have different contributions to make, depending on the subject matter of the briefing.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Let’s just clarify the instructions, there must have been certain key points in the normal day 

to day meetings, in the business of the Trust, where there were key issues of where the Trust is asking 

questions of you and asking for a response from you.  At any time, can you give an example during that period, 

2015/16, that you went back into the organisation to receive advice about what the stance should be from 

yourself during those meetings? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes.  I know that there has been some 

interest around the payment made in early 2016 to the Garden Bridge Trust.  That is minuted as an example of 

when I told them that I needed to do that.  They would discuss in their Board meeting what the position was 

that they felt they needed to take, and if they asked me a question that I was not able to answer there and 

then, I would go back and discuss with colleagues and understand in more detail about the appropriate 

position for us to take. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  In terms of response back - some of those meetings are minuted - were there any meetings 

where any of those conversations back in the organisation were unminuted then?  At what level would they 

take place?  Would it just be you and Alex [Williams]?  You and others?  Is there a little working party that we 

have not quite seen some of the minutes of?  How did it work when you went back to take further advice? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There is no formal working group.  

There are people who are part of the project team, or they were.  The project team is much smaller now, as I 

have said.  Depending on the nature of the question or the information to be discussed, we would bring the 

right people together to have that conversation.  That would almost invariably have involved the Managing 

Director of Planning, but would draw on the right expertise, just as I said, about the preparation of briefing 

notes, depending on the subject to be discussed. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Can I just pick this up?  As well as attending these regular Garden Bridge Trust 

meetings, you said that you met the Trust once or twice a week.  You also sat in their project team meetings, 

so you went to their office and sat in there, hearing what they were saying, and they also came in to present 

every week to TfL.  Who did they come in to present to?  It was you and Richard de Cani.  Who else? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There would typically be one or two 

representatives from our Legal Team, because they had an important part to play in some of the agreements 

that we were party to that needed to be negotiated. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  It would be just be Legal, you and then the Managing Director, 

Richard de Cani? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  From memory, yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Every week they came in to present to you.  Presumably, from that, there must 

have been some notes of, “These are the actions we have agreed”.  At all these meetings, surely there would 

be something, even if it is just an email: “OK, I have agreed that I will pick up this with Procurement for you”. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes, I think there would have been 

emails like that.  There were not formal minutes. 

 



 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  There will be considerable emails which will show the actions that you and 

others agreed to take from all these meetings? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot guarantee that there will 

always be an email saying, “These were the actions from that meeting”, but people who meet together go 

away and follow up the actions.   

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Normally have actions.  Exactly.  That will be something we maybe want to look 

at. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Absolutely. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  You said something about that there was a project team, but that is clearly 

smaller now.  Is that you, the managing director role and a couple of people from Legal? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  At that point in time when I was 

working on the project, yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Was it called the Garden Bridge Project Team? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not think it had a formal name.  It 

was bringing together people who were providing the right expertise for the different angles on the project. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Just in general, this is obviously a sensitive project, a big project.  You are 

holding the ring, as Assembly Member Duvall has described it.  Were you regularly providing written briefings 

to the Mayor’s Office, to Mike Brown [MVO]?   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am not sure it is fair to say that I was 

always holding the ring.  There were different people responsible for different parts of the project, depending 

on the expertise involved in that and the level at which decisions were being taken.  It is really important to 

remember in all of this who had different accountabilities for different things and what our role in it was 

relative to the former Mayor, the Garden Bridge Trust and others.   

 

I would help to prepare briefing notes when it was right for me to lead on those briefing notes and one had 

been requested, yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  There were briefing notes regularly that went to Mike Brown [MVO], as 

Commissioner? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not think there were regular 

briefing notes.  When a briefing note was required, a briefing note was prepared. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Briefing notes, from time to time, were prepared for the Commissioner, and 

were they also prepared for the Mayor’s Office?  Obviously, the Mayor was in his final few months, he had 

checked out of here, but his team were still there.  Were you providing regular updates to them on this 

project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were providing updates when they 

were needed or requested.  I think it is right to say that they have all been given to you.  They have all been 

published in some form or another. 



 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  The regular TfL - I cannot remember if it is weekly or fortnightly - meetings 

with the Mayor and his Deputy Mayor and Chief of Staff: was the Garden Bridge something that was discussed 

at those? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was not involved in any of that. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Did you provide briefing materials for those meetings? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I helped to prepare briefing notes 

when they were requested.  I do not have a list of when ones went to the Mayor and did not go to the Mayor, 

but I can say it was not a standing to-do list item for me to prepare one every week or anything like that, no.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Did you say “various people” were provided briefing notes, or just you?  Sorry. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The person who was responsible for 

holding the ring, as we have discussed, on these certain briefing notes would have changed depending on the 

subject matter of that briefing note.  Whether it was a particular legal or governance-focused briefing note, 

that might be led by some of my colleagues.  If it was more about the work that I was doing, I would lead it.  

Contributions would come from whoever needed to make those contributions as the draft evolved. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  I will bring in Assembly Member Whittle now for his questions, but I have a few 

more follow-ups, which I will come back to later.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Good morning, Andy.  Can we just turn to specific meetings now and the minutes of 

specific meetings?  Just a few questions.  This is regarding the 9 December 2015 Board meeting where you 

stated that TfL will, quote, “Struggle to justify conditions for the release of £7 million from the Department for 

Transport (DfT) funds”.  The Trust then goes on to press you that it needs this funding in February 2016 to 

keep the project going.  You then again express concerns that, “TfL has spent already £26.4 million, which is at 

risk because not all planning and property issues are resolved”. 

 

Do you feel the conditions for the release of TfL funds were robust enough? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes, I think they were.  They were 

agreed early on in the project.  The funding agreement was signed in July 2015.  This was before my time so I 

am only commenting on my understanding of what happened.  They were negotiated between TfL, the Garden 

Bridge Trust and the Government.  They were felt to be the right conditions to put in place, yes. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  What were your general thoughts at the time about the robustness and viability of the 

whole project?  What was your view of it? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  My view of it was that TfL had been 

directed to deliver this project and that, therefore, it was appropriate for me to fulfil that direction.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  At the same meeting, when you were pressed by trustees on the need for earlier release 

in February 2016 of the TfL funding, you recognised there was this risk that the whole project might be 

cancelled, and you note the need for “a bigger discussion”.  What actually did you mean by “a bigger 

discussion”? 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  As we have said, this was my first 

attendance of the meeting of the Garden Bridge Trust Board.  What I was saying to them was that they needed 

to remember that the only thing that mattered here in terms of them receiving any further payments from TfL 

under the funding agreement was that the conditions of payment had been met.  We at this point were 

expecting them to seek the payment associated with construction works closer to the point at which they were 

actually beginning really very visible construction activity, which they had expected to be in June/July.  It says 

somewhere in here of when we had expected that to be, more like March time, I think it says.  We had never 

expected it to come on the day that a JCB rolled up to the construction site, but we thought it would be closer 

to that.  I was telling them that in the context of our expectation of that, it was even more important than it 

might otherwise have been that if they want to request the next payment on the funding agreement, they 

need to make a very strong case as to why those conditions have been met, which they then went ahead to do 

in discussion with us and based on the information that we had on the project. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  This is a point.  We had [Dame] Margaret Hodge [independent reviewer] with us some 

time ago.  I am interested to know the level of public support or not this project had at this time.  Did you 

think there was huge great public support for it or not?  The polls seem to suggest there was not. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were aware of the different views 

on the project.  There were different polls undertaken by different organisations.  The Garden Bridge Trust had 

a poll that it had commissioned that showed very significant support for it.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  I think this is quite important actually because it is one of those projects that seems to 

just plough through.  I think people were asked almost, “If we are going to have a Garden Bridge, what kind of 

Garden Bridge would you like?”  It was more like that. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  “What flowers would you like?” 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Yes, exactly.  It was like, “You can have any car, so long as it is black”.  Henry Ford.  

There was not a great awareness of this?  You just said, “Some people like it, some people don’t”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I will be really clear.  We were aware of 

what different people on different sides of the argument were saying about the project.  That extends to 

people who were opponents of the project and had polls that said the public did not support it, and people 

who were supporters of the project and had their polls that said they did support it.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  This is not that sort of question, really -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The detail of how those different polls 

were conducted is down to the people who ran those polls.  Our role was not to make any decision about what 

to do with the project based on public support or not.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Say that again. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Our role was not to take any decision 

on the project based on whether there was public support or not.  We had been instructed, directed by the 

former Mayor to provide funding to the project and to support its delivery, and we had a funding agreement in 

place with the conditions that needed to be met to release that funding.  Our role was purely to fulfil that 

Mayoral direction and to ensure that money given to the Garden Bridge Trust was spent in accordance with the 

conditions and that no further money was given unless those conditions were deemed to have been met. 

 



 

Peter Whittle AM:  I see.  You do accept, do you not - I just asked you about your attitude to the viability of 

it - that public desire for it is quite a big part of that viability, is it not? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were very aware of the steps that 

the Garden Bridge Trust needed to go through.  The immediate focus at this point of time was to begin 

construction.  They were sighted on the particular stakeholder opinions and had plans in place for how they 

would achieve the steps that they needed to achieve to secure the necessary land agreements, licences, and 

discharge the remaining pre-commencement conditions.  All of those activities were mapped out.   

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Thank you, Andy.  Thank you. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Before I bring in Assembly Member Pidgeon, I have a couple of questions.  

Assembly Member Whittle asked whether or not you felt the conditions for the release of funding were robust 

enough, and you said you thought they were.  Actually, I think the real key issue is not whether the conditions 

were robust or not but whether TfL was robust enough in ensuring the conditions have been met.   

 

First of all, were you involved of the assessment of whether the conditions had been met or not? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The decision of whether the 

conditions had been met sat with the Managing Director of Planning.  He took advice and information from 

colleagues - including myself, but not just me - on our views on whether they had been met, before reaching 

his decision ultimately that they had been met and that we did need to pay money or else we would be in 

breach of the funding agreement.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  The former Managing Director of Planning in his interview with 

Dame Margaret Hodge stated that the Commissioner was involved in signing off this decision.  Is that your 

understanding? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We need to be very clear about who 

was taking which decisions, and I have been through his discussion with [Dame] Margaret Hodge again.  The 

accountability for whether to fund the project at all sat with the former Mayor of London [Boris Johnson].  He 

instructed us to give that money.  The decision to sign the funding agreement, which was signed in July 2015, 

was one taken by the Commissioner at the time, which was Sir Peter Hendy, and that was following an 

extensive period of negotiation with the Garden Bridge Trust and the Government to determine what the right 

funding agreement should be.   

 

Subsequent to that, any variations to that funding agreement have been the decision of the Commissioner.  

Any payments under that funding agreement were determined by the Managing Director of Planning.  That is 

what the funding agreement sets out as the decision-maker for that.  What Richard [de Cani] says in his 

discussion with Margaret Hodge is that, as you would expect, any of those decisions all the way through that I 

have just described would not be made in isolation.  There is a clear decision-maker but they would discuss 

what decision they intended to make with other people, colleagues and superiors around them. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  What you are saying is that Richard would have consulted the Commissioner.  He 

would have involved the Commissioner.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I know that he kept the Commissioner 

regularly updated on the project himself, and he did discuss with the Commissioner that this payment was 

going to be made.  That was the decision that he had taken. 

 



 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  It is inconceivable, surely, that he would have taken that decision, had the 

Commissioner said, “I disagree with you”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was not party to that discussion.  I do 

not know how Richard [de Cani] would have acted in that circumstance.  It was his decision to take. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  We are going to go into this in more detail later on, but just because you have said 

that you were satisfied, you were satisfied in your mind that the conditions had been met?  That is what you 

have said? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  In the discussion with all of my 

colleagues with Richard to make that decision, yes, he reached that view that those conditions had been met. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Yet one of the conditions was they had to satisfy or were able to satisfy all the 

planning conditions, and they quite clearly had not because they had not secured funding for the operation of 

the bridge for the first five years, which was one of the planning conditions by the Port of London Authority, 

and they had not secured the land on which to build the bridge.  To an outsider, certainly, looking at that, how 

on earth could you have advised that that funding condition had been met? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Can I just say I do not agree with that 

assessment?  The condition is very clear that they needed to have secured, or be able to secure, all of the 

consents necessary to deliver the project.  At that point in time they had a full planning permission in place.  

They had a series of pre-commencement conditions that they needed to meet both with Lambeth Council and 

Westminster City Council, and they had made very significant progress in discharging those conditions.  It may 

have been at that time or shortly after that time that they did discharge all of the Westminster conditions and 

only had a handful left with Lambeth.  Discussions and negotiations were very well advanced with the Port of 

London Authority over a river works licence, with the Marine Management Organisation over a licence, with 

the landowners on both sides of the bridge, both that they were going to occupy some of their land but also 

that they needed rights of access to it.  We were in on the detail of these discussions and we were in the 

meeting room on some of them, particularly I think of Lambeth and Coin Street Community Builders.  We were 

having those discussions with them and understanding how likely or not it was that a successful outcome could 

be reached.  On the basis that the condition says they have either already secured or are able to secure, we 

were of the view that you could not argue that they were not in that position. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  We know from the minutes, because I have been through the minutes, that 

negotiations were not progressing particularly well, certainly with Coin Street Community Builders and indeed 

with ITV, who were also raising serious objections to what was being proposed.  Having been through the 

minutes, it sounds even now that you are painting a much rosier picture than what was being reported even at 

the Board meeting.  I am still struggling to see how it was sensible to sign off on a condition that they could 

have secured the land when negotiations at best it seemed with Coin Street Community Builders had stalled. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That is your view.  My experience at 

the time -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Sorry, Chair.  It is not the Chair’s view.  They are the minutes of the Garden Bridge Trust, and 

they are based on observations of some of your internal emails or even TfL officials raising the issues around 

the performance and those issues.  It does go against some of the trend or some of the narrative you are trying 

to tell us this morning, because the information that TfL has provided says something different.  It is not a 

view.  It is there. 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can only tell you based on my 

experience of the discussions that were taking place at the time, not just in the Garden Bridge Trust Board 

meetings but in the regular meetings we were having both with the Garden Bridge Trust on their process and 

with some of the important stakeholders that needed to reach agreement with the Trust.  The comment I made 

earlier was that it is not unusual for projects to have some things that are going well and some things that 

need attention and new plans of action.  All of that taken in the round, and the fact that - notwithstanding 

some of the issues that they still needed to resolve with Coin Street, for instance - they were making good 

progress on clearing down the list all of the consents, land agreements, licences and everything else they 

needed to begin construction of the project later that year.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  As Assembly Member Duvall says, I think that is a very different picture from what 

we have picked up from the minutes. 

 

One of the other conditions, of course, related to the funding for the first five years of operation.  The Trust 

had not secured funding for the first five years of operation, so again I am wondering what you were advising 

and why TfL signed off on that condition when clearly they had not raised that funding. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The primary evidence to support that 

condition was that the Trust had produced a draft Operations and Maintenance Business Plan which set out in 

some detail the various costs that they expected to incur on a yearly basis to run the bridge, as well as a 

number of income streams that they either already had in place or had benchmarked against other similar 

pieces of infrastructure or in some cases, when it was appropriate to make the comparison, attractions, that 

they felt they would be able to draw on, and in some cases had already started to build the case for some of 

those income streams.  They had already started to receive donations towards an endowment fund, which was 

one of a number of diversified income streams that would support the year-on-year operation of the bridge.   

 

The trust provided that draft Business Plan.  We reviewed it and considered that it was a credible, achievable 

plan for how they would fund the first five years of the bridge. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Do you regard yourself as in any way a cheerleader for this project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not especially. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  I have here emails that were released under Freedom of Information (FOI) which 

directly relate to the draft Operations and Management Business Plan between yourself and - I hope I am 

pronouncing it - Pierre Coinde [Senior Performance Manager], who I think was at the GLA, who was one of the 

people I think responsible for whether or not it was recommended that the Mayor signed it off.  In those emails 

it comes across that you are pushing quite hard for this to be signed off by the Mayor, and you say in one of 

those emails: 

 

“Negotiations are progressing well on all the necessary licences, leases and land arrangements, and we 

expect this work to be completed by July 2016.  This will mark a critical point as the Trust will have 

secured all the necessary interest in land on either side of the river.  They will then begin site 

preparation activities in anticipation of the implementing of all planning consent.”   

 

Yet, four days later, in the minutes of the Garden Bridge Trust Board meeting:  

 

“Paul Morrell reported that he had written to Coin Street Community Builders on 20 April to express his 

frustration in regard to Coin Street cancelling meetings and Coin Street capturing inaccuracies on their 

website and public communications about the project.  He informed the Board that Coin Street are 



 

insistent on attaining a 200-year-old lease.  Currently Lambeth has varied Coin Street’s existing lease, 

which has a term of 75 years.  If Coin Street are insistent on a longer term, it may take months to 

resolve and may not be possible.”   

 

Why were you painting such a rosy picture to GLA officers and ultimately to the Mayor, when it was clear from 

these Board minutes that things were actually much more difficult? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not accept the categorisation that 

you have just made.  What I am saying, everything I said in that email, was true.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Going back to what you were saying, “Negotiations are progressing well on all of 

the necessary licences, leases and land arrangements, and we expect this work to be concluded by July 2016”.  

Paul Morrell: “It may take months to resolve and it may not be possible”, just four days later.  Do you not think 

that you should have exercised a little bit more caution in what you were reporting to the GLA and ultimately 

to the Mayor, given the level of taxpayer money that was being put at risk here? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I stand by what I said in that email.  I 

think you would need to speak to Paul or someone from the Trust about their view at that point in time -- 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  We would like to. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  -- and also about the position they 

intended to take about negotiations with Coin Street.  The minutes give a very detailed running commentary 

on the various ways in which they were intending to approach discussions with not just Coin Street but all sorts 

of commercial negotiations with third parties.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Sorry, and correct me if I am wrong, I think in your response to Assembly Member 

Duvall you said you were in the room for these discussions with Coin Street.  Is that right? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was in the room for some of the 

discussions. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Some of those discussions, so you would have had a picture as well.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes, which is reflected in my email to 

Pierre. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Yet Paul Morrell seems to have a very different take on it in the minutes of the 

Trust.  Again, if you were in similar meetings, maybe not all of them but similar meetings, surely you would 

have picked up a similar message about what was going on.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not think Paul was actually in 

most of my meetings with Coin Street, but you would need to ask him what his opinion was of that. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  We would love to be able to do that, but unfortunately, we cannot.  

 

Just continuing with the Business Plan, you said earlier, and again, sorry, correct me if I am wrong - that the 

draft Business Plan was robust.  Is that correct? 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The position we took on that, but also 

all of the conditions of this payment, was that they had provided evidence which was satisfactory to meet the 

conditions such that we were legally required to make the payment. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Given that you were pushing quite hard or you were advocating this Business Plan 

to the GLA for sign-off by the Mayor, you were satisfied that it was robust enough in your mind? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I had discussed the Business Plan with 

colleagues at TfL, and in our experience of it we considered that it met the condition and was a satisfactory 

plan that could be delivered to fund the year-on-year operation of the bridge for the first five years. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Yet in your interview with Margaret Hodge regarding this Business Plan, you said:  

 

“I think the Garden Bridge Trust has made some quite conservative assumptions and there are some 

other assumptions that I don’t know how conservative they are, and I’m looking forward to a review 

that Lambeth is going to commission from some experts who will be able to say whether they are 

conservative or not.”   

 

That was in November 2016.  Surely that is far too late for you to be saying that you do not understand the 

validity of the Business Plan, because that is what you seem to be saying to Dame Margaret [Hodge], that you 

are not in the position to judge whether or not the Business Plan is robust. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, I was giving her my assessment of 

it, but my recollection of the time was that Lambeth were intending to commission their own independent, 

consultant-led assessment of that Business Plan, and I was interested to see the results of that, as would 

anyone who would add to my evidence base of my view of that plan.  Based on what I knew at the time, I was 

satisfied that I felt, and my colleagues felt, that it could be delivered. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  It just seems extraordinary in November 2016 to have an expert review when TfL 

has already judged that the condition has been met, I think, in February 2016.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  You would need to speak to Lambeth 

about that, as the other -- 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  It seems to be putting things quite the wrong way around.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  As I remember, it was a condition to 

do with Lambeth’s planning, I think, rather than the land side of things, that they need to have a look at the 

Business Plan too.  They chose to commission a review of it.  You would need to discuss with them why they 

wanted to do it at that point and they did not just want to rely on our view. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  You certainly seem to be saying - and this is what you are saying to Dame 

Margaret [Hodge] - that essentially you are relying on that review to determine whether these assumptions in 

the Business Plan are reliable.  You were saying this is November 2016, when months earlier you had been 

pushing the GLA to sign off on this Business Plan to get the Mayoral guarantee. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not particularly remember that 

exchange with Dame Margaret [Hodge].  I would be happy to look back at it and refresh my memory, but I 

certainly would not accept the categorisation of ‘pushing’ anyone.  We were presenting our view as TfL.  You 



 

asked earlier about who was holding the ring on things.  At that point, I was holding the ring on discussions 

with Pierre [Coinde] about TfL’s view on the Business Plan. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  I have just been listening to your exchange and there are a few things I wanted 

to pick up.  Earlier on you talked about the final decision ultimately being made by Richard de Cani [former 

Managing Director of Planning, TfL] to release one of the tranches of money, but that you had had a 

discussion, or you would have obviously had a discussion with the Commissioner.  Did anyone in those 

discussions raise any concerns?  Did you raise any concerns, as you appear to have done at some of the 

minuted meetings? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not remember raising concerns 

that led to any suggestion that we would advise him against that decision.  The tone of the discussions was to 

understand all of the arguments of both sides of whether the conditions had been met, and at the same time, 

as is natural, to go on to talk about the risks associated with the project at this point. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Right, so there were risks flagged and yet the Managing Director still decided 

to sign off this funding? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Risks had been flagged throughout.  

They were flagged throughout the Board minutes.  They were flagged throughout our regular discussions with 

the Garden Bridge Trust on progress.  That is just part and parcel of managing a project, whether that be the 

Garden Bridge Trust managing it or us managing our involvement in that project.   

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  None of you at TfL who were advising on the different aspects said, “Hang on, 

we are not convinced they have met this condition”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not remember anyone saying, 

“Richard, this has not been met”. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  One of the points you were talking about was that you met with 

Lambeth Council and Coin Street Community Builders a lot.  Regular meetings.  Were those minuted?  Were 

there any actions from those meetings? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot recall.  They were Garden 

Bridge Trust meetings which we attended.  The Garden Bridge Trust was responsible for negotiating that 

agreement with Lambeth and with Coin Street so they convened the meetings and we joined them. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  One of the themes throughout everything you have been saying in response to 

Assembly Member [Peter] Whittle and other colleagues is, “This was a Mayoral direction.  We had to deliver it”.  

Was it therefore the mentality of yourself and others at TfL, “We have to deliver this almost at whatever cost”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It is not really a question for me if you 

think back to what position I was in at the time, a relatively junior member of staff working in a team. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  I do not think it is very junior if you are representing the Managing Director at 

the Board meetings of this charity that has been set up to deliver major infrastructure for the Mayor.  I do not 

call that ‘junior’.  It might be in TfL world; it is not in the world that I live in. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I recognise that a lot of public money 

has been spent on this project but the amount of money that goes into this from a TfL perspective is relatively 



 

small, so I was a junior member of staff on this team.  That is the definition of how our teams are set up.  I 

have forgotten what your original question was, sorry. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Throughout, you keep on quoting, “We had a Mayoral direction we had to 

deliver”, and Mike Brown [Transport Commissioner] said to Margaret Hodge, “It was a Mayoral direction”.  We 

are victims of Mayoral direction as much as anything else.  Basically, you had to deliver this no matter what, at 

whatever cost. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The reason I am not the person to ask 

about it is less that I was a junior member of staff and more that I am not an expert in governance and Mayoral 

directions.  My understanding though is that once the Mayor, whoever that may be, has made an instruction to 

TfL through a Mayoral direction, we are required to deliver that, yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  So, yourself and your Managing Director had the view, “We have to deliver this 

at whatever cost.  If that means we will look like we have just about met these conditions we will sign it off and 

give them money, we need to have this built no matter what”? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, I would not accept that.  We have 

a responsibility, acting within our policy goals and our Mayoral directions if they exist relating to a certain 

project, to ensure that we are delivering value for money and staying in line with our overarching statutory 

responsibilities, the policy goals and the strategic goals.  In this case, that is why the division of 

decision-making is very clear.  It was the Mayor’s decision at the time to direct us to fund this project and to 

do what we could to support its delivery.  That addresses the fact that some elements of the project were 

outside of our typical areas of interest.  Then it was our responsibility to set up an appropriate and clear 

framework for what conditions needed to be met and who was accountable for deciding whether they had 

been met, and to make sure that that framework was consistently applied.  That was our part in it and we did 

that. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Do you or TfL more widely accept any responsibility for this waste of public 

money? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot speak for TfL as an 

organisation. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Do you yourself feel any regret for this waste of public money? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am sad that money has been spent 

on this project and it has not been a success.  I am very clear on what our involvement in the project was and 

there have been a number of reviews over the last four years, three of them now by the [London] Assembly, 

that have identified a number of areas for improvement in our processes.  I am clear that we have taken action 

to address those processes.  Where we can and should have learned lessons from how this project was 

delivered, we have done so. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Just one more thing on the Operations and Management Business Plan.  This was 

at the end of March [2016], which is more than a month after the Trust had signed the construction contract 

and after this funding had been released.  It is notable that the document that you are trying to persuade the 

GLA to sign up to is considered ‘not ready yet’ and yet you had already released funds based on a document 

that was not ready yet.  I am wondering if you could explain that.  I know it was a draft plan but surely it 

should have been signed off and finalised before funds were released by TfL. 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, that was not our interpretation of 

how the condition needed to be met in order for us to be legally required to make the payment.  They had a 

draft Business Plan which presented a credible way to fund the bridge for those first five years.  It had been 

benchmarked against a number of different organisations and ways of raising funds to feed into that plan and 

benchmarked the costs as well.  On that basis we reached a view that we were legally required to make that 

payment.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  You said “interpretation”.  It was a matter of interpretation.  You interpreted.  It 

sounds like you were trying to interpret the conditions in the most open way possible in order to get this 

through. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, I would not accept that.  It was a 

balanced assessment.  Of course it comes down to interpretation of what we have been presented with as 

evidence and what the conditions are, but we took a balanced view and decided that we were required to make 

the payment.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  In terms of taking a balanced view, was that yours alone or was that the team?  Can you just 

give us an indication of who the other people were who came to that view before the final decision was taken?  

Who was it? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  As I said earlier, once we had received 

the formal request from the Garden Bridge Trust to draw down that payment and they provided some evidence 

in that formal request, plus all of the information that we already had about the project from our detailed 

involvement in it as an active client and scrutineer, we came together as different people who were party to 

that information and involved in the project to discuss with the Managing Director of Planning, who ultimately 

had the decision, to consider our views on whether the various conditions had been met.  No, it was not me 

alone.  On the Operations and Maintenance Business Plan in particular I remember discussing with colleagues 

from the legal team as well as from our Finance Team as to whether different people with different views on 

things considered that the different elements of the Business Plan were credible.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Can I just clarify whether we have that information?  Presumably that is quite a key meeting.  

It is whether we have the minutes of that meeting or any record of that meeting taking place in TfL with those 

various parties.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am not sure that it would be what 

you might recognise as a formally convened Board meeting or something like that.  We were meeting regularly 

as a project team to discuss where things were.  This fed into that.  Effectively the minute of it is the decision 

taken by Richard [de Cani] that the conditions had been met and the evidence leading into it is all of the 

evidence that we have published. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Why would that be?  When you are coming to a decision to award, when you have reached a 

key milestone, you have a request in and you are making such an important assessment, one that is not yours 

alone, where a number of people are coming together to give you legal cover, a financial view - you tell me - 

and everything else, why is it not best practice - I think it is best practice - if there is no record of that key 

meeting and the deliberations of different people coming together on a balance to say, “Yes, we are going to 

go with that because we think it is not risky, it is OK, it is value for money and it is going to happen”?  Why 

does that not occur in TfL?  Does it occur now?  Did it occur then?  What happened?  I do not understand this 

world you live in.  Please explain it to me.  That is what I want to understand.   

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The burden of governance around the 

running of this project sat with the Garden Bridge Trust because they were responsible for delivering the 

organisation. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  I get that.  I am talking about TfL’s responsibility as guardians of public money that you are 

giving over to a third party to deliver something, something that was not delivered. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We are very clear on the process that 

we followed to make that decision.  The evidence has all been published that shows the discussions we were 

having with them and the information we had available to us. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Help me where that evidence has been published then.  Just help me to find it so that when 

I go away from this meeting, I can see the evidence where you have had that deliberation, your various 

interested experts coming together to say, “Yes, we are going to go with this”. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  You have all of the information that 

was presented through the minutes of the Garden Bridge Trust Board.  You have all the information that is 

publicly available about things like their progress in discharging planning conditions and meeting those 

elements.  We have published the draft Operations and Maintenance Business Plan.  All of the stuff that we 

have about this project, we have published through various routes. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  All we want you to do is show your workings, essentially.  We want to know.  We 

have the letter from Paul Morrell [Deputy Chairman, Garden Bridge Trust], which obviously is painting a rosy 

picture, but we want to see from TfL’s perspective how you assessed that they had met these conditions. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  We should put on record that we have a letter painting a rosy picture but also loads of 

minutes saying it is not a rosy picture.  If Mr Morrell were here, no doubt he could answer to that.  You would 

have observed, both in the minutes and where you were attending the meetings, what they were saying inside 

there.  They were saying one thing in their minutes and then saying one thing to you and your colleagues, and 

that is quite crucial in terms of why you decided to give them money.  That is what I mean.  What are the 

workings, the deliberations?  At the moment, you are the only person in the frame because you are the only 

one holding the ring here, and we see nothing about your other colleagues.  We see no legal advice saying, 

“Yes, Andy, go ahead.  Yes, we can refer up to Alex [Williams] and others to say, ‘Yes, this is OK’”.  Where is 

the information to base that on, the rounded view that this was not your decision alone and it was OK to -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  With respect, you are describing it as if 

I took this decision.  I did not.  The decision was taken by the Managing Director of Planning. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Fine, but where is the working and where is that evidence that you have suggested to me, 

apart from all the other information? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I have just described that.  All the 

information that we were drawing on is in things like the discussions in the Board meetings that we were in, 

the minutes that have been published, the information about the progress they were making to deliver the 

project -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:   It begs the question: was there any discussion in any meetings where you were about the 

information you have been providing here and the reality of the Garden Bridge Trust minutes?  Did anyone 

say, “This does not quite match up to what we are being told in this document”, to what TfL officials were 

observing of what is being said to the Board, the group of people you are going to give public money to?  Is 



 

that anywhere in any conversation or any meetings with your colleagues?  Before you made the final decision, 

was that ever discussed?  Should it have been? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were regularly discussing what our 

understanding was of the status of the project based on what they had said to us in letters such as the one you 

have there, what they had said to us and in our presence at Board meetings and in other meetings, and what 

we saw of their evidence of delivering the project more generally.  I would say, in my experience, I was not the 

least bit surprised that a letter sent by one organisation to another seeking to demonstrate how it had met 

certain conditions of payment would put their best foot forward, but it was our responsibility to look at that 

evidence in the context of everything else we knew and make a balanced view. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Right, so there was a discussion, I can say that, between the different sources of information 

that was presented to your small group, albeit we do not have a record of what that -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not think I would ever say that 

there was a moment where we all looked at it and said, “This does not tally up”, but we looked at everything 

that we knew and formed a balanced view based on that.  We did not ignore everything we already knew and 

just look at three or four sheets of A4.  We knew a lot about the project and took decisions based on 

everything that we knew about the project. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Did this have to be signed off by TfL Legal at all?  Did TfL Legal have to make an 

assessment on any of the funding conditions, or were they not involved? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The decision was ultimately taken by 

the Managing Director.  He took advice from a number of people, including representatives from the Legal 

Team.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Thank you, that is very helpful.  I am going to move on now to the 14 January 

2016 Board meeting.  Now, in this meeting there was a discussion about the construction contract and you 

hear the capital cost of the Garden Bridge has increased to £185 million and that a funding gap of £54 million 

now exists.  You again reiterate - this is in the minutes - that the Trust needs to demonstrate that the deed of 

grant conditions are met and risks reduced before funding is released by TfL.  The trustees ask themselves if 

the Trust would be reckless to sign the construction contract without the full funds in the bank and note there 

are still 22 hurdles, many of which are significant, to overcome.  What were your thoughts as to whether the 

project should receive more funding given all of these concerns? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can only repeat what I have already 

said, which is that our decision, Richard’s [de Cani] decision, was based on the information we had and the 

advice he received.  Based on the six conditions in the Funding Agreement and based on the information he 

had available, he considered that we were required legally to make that payment. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  I think in this Board meeting, in the minutes, you are sounding rather cautious.  It 

does sound like there are an awful lot of problems and concerns and it sounds like you are concerned about it.  

I am wondering, what were you going back and saying to Richard de Cani after this meeting? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  The first thing I would say is that the 

information presented to me in this meeting was not different from what I already knew of the project.  It was 

not like some bombshell was being dropped on me.  I went back to Richard, as I did after all of these meetings, 

and explained to him what they discussed and what therefore was the latest position of the project.  I just keep 

going back to what I said earlier: we knew there were some things that were relatively straightforward and 



 

some things that had some challenges associated with it.  This was a discussion about some of the bits that 

had challenges and how they might be addressed. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Did you feel any pressure, either from within TfL or from Trust members, to accede 

to this request for more money?  We have touched on this a little bit in terms of the Mayor saying he wants 

something done and you needing to do it, but did you ever feel any pressure from within TfL itself? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No.  I would not even say about the 

Mayoral directions that there was a feeling of pressure, it is just very clear to me that when the Mayor has 

directed us to do something, that is what we need to do.  In this case, I did not feel pressure.  The Garden 

Bridge Trust trustees had their job to do, which was to deliver the project, and one of the elements of that was 

to continue to demonstrate to us that they were meeting the conditions of funding and then to make the case 

for more funding.  Again, were they putting their best foot forward and trying to make the case that they 

needed the money?  Yes, but that is what I would have expected them to do. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Even with a Mayoral direction, that still does not override the fact that you had 

these funding conditions, does it? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No, so the Mayoral direction created 

the requirement for us to fund the project and to support its delivery.  That is separate from whether the 

conditions were met.  We made our own assessment on the balance of information as to whether we felt those 

conditions had been met and ultimately the Managing Director made the decision. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  In terms of signing the construction contract, do you believe it was in the best 

interests of the charity to move forward with signing that contract with Bouygues -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That is not something for me to 

comment on.  It is entirely the Garden Bridge Trust’s responsibility. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Would they have gone ahead with signing that contract if they did not think that 

this £7 million from TfL was going to be forthcoming? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot comment on the hypothetical 

of whether they would -- 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  But you were in the room, so you might have overheard the conversation. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not remember any speculation 

around that, other than that one of the regular discussions that they would rightly have was around the 

cashflow of the project, the two sides of the money.  Did they have a successful pipeline of capital funding 

over all of the project and then, month to month, were they managing the cashflow position of the Trust?  As 

you would expect, as a relatively small charity with one big project to deliver, they had to look very carefully at 

their cashflow to make sure that they were managing that properly and exercising their fiduciary duties as 

trustees.  They would have taken into account the future income and outgoing expectations, and we had a 

funding agreement in place that said that they were owed that payment if they could justify the conditions.  

Did they expect it to be coming at some point?  Yes, and the minutes are clear about that, but it was their 

decision how to factor that into whether or not to go ahead with the construction contract. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Although they did sign the construction contract, I believe, before you had 

formally signed off that the conditions had been met.  Is that right? 



 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes.  There are effectively seven 

conditions to do with paying the money, six that are very clearly set out in a bullet-point list in the funding 

agreement, and we have talked about two of them today.  The other is that they need to have moved into the 

construction phase of work and on balance and having taken views from different people, we felt that the 

signing of the construction contract did mark the transition into that work because, for instance, the 

construction contractor immediately began work on large-scale fabrication of materials and things like that 

that are directly related to the construction. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  I put it to you it is inconceivable that they would have signed this contract unless 

they had had a nod that they were going to get this money from TfL. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not know.  I cannot comment on 

why the Trust took decisions.  We did not give them secret information about whether they were going to get 

it or not.  They conditions were very clear there on the page. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Do you think it was in the interests of taxpayers for them to sign the construction 

contract when they did, given that that decision alone has cost the taxpayer £21 million? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That is a question for the Garden 

Bridge Trust and the Charity Commission to determine, whether they as an independent charity should have 

taken that decision.  I know that that decision has been looked at and considered perfectly acceptable in 

charity governance terms, but very clearly, in the scheme of who is responsible for what, that decision was not 

something that TfL was involved in or responsible for.  I would just make one point.  The one thing that we did 

require of the Garden Bridge Trust very early on was that they go through a very open and competitive 

procurement process for that contractor, in the same way that we would have done in the public sector.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Well, this project does not have a very strong history when it comes to fair and 

open procurement processes.  The minutes show that [Lord] Mervyn Davies [trustee] notified the trustees that 

he was, to quote, “Quietly informing a number of individuals that the project is going ahead”.  In the minutes 

of a previous meeting on 9 December 2015, he reports, “The trustees had agreed that the signing of the 

construction contract and start on-site will encourage potential sponsors and funders to commit”.  Where 

taxpayers’ money is involved, do you think it is acceptable for a charity to take such a risky decision in the 

hope it might boost their private donations? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am really not qualified to comment 

on that.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  At any stage during your conversations in TfL, did anybody think of, or did you have the 

conversation, “Is it in the interests of council taxpayers that they did sign the construction contract, that they 

moved to do that?”  Remembering that you are at every meeting and it does seem to me that with every key 

decision that they make they seem to be appearing to consult with TfL, although on this one you are saying 

that was not the case, is there a conversation where TfL could have said, if it chose to, “Do not enter into that 

contract at this moment in time, hold back, because we are looking at these milestones that you are looking at, 

Trust, and we are not sure if this is the right time to do it”?  Was there a conversation in TfL between yourself 

and any other officers at that time?  Were you party to any conversation?  Do you think that would be a 

reasonable thing to do when you have oversight of a project?  You may not be taking the decisions, but you 

had oversight of a project, plus you were giving it public monies.   

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not think it would have been 

appropriate for us to have advised them not to.  It was their responsibility to make that decision.  We were 

aware of the position that they were in and, through attending the Board meetings, we were sighted on the 

advice that they were receiving, including from specialist lawyers.  They had a specialist construction legal firm 

involved in helping to reach the position where they had to make that decision, yes or no.  First, it would not 

have been right for us to try to tell them how to take that decision, but secondly, there were no concerns that I 

was aware of - I cannot speak for all my colleagues - about whether it was the right thing to do or not at that 

point.  Nor did I communicate them to the Trust because, as I say, that was not our place. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  But there was a conversation? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not remember a specific 

conversation, but I was talking to them two or three times a week. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  So there was no conversation within TfL at the time of a key decision of the Garden Bridge 

Trust to procure the construction contractor for this project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am saying I do not remember 

whether there was a specific discussion about it.  This was three years ago.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  It is a pretty big milestone for a project, is it not?   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It was a significant decision. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  If TfL were on the project, as a matter of law, this would be a considerable milestone to go 

through on one of your own projects, the employment of a contractor to deliver a transport project.  OK, this 

may have been arm’s-length but this would have been a considerable moment whether it was TfL or the 

Garden Bridge in the procurement of this. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It is a significant decision. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  It would be, wouldn’t it?  Yes. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That is why the Trust, as I observed, 

took it very seriously.  They had long conversations about whether or not they should do it, what the 

obligations were on them as trustees in taking that decision, what the details of the construction contract were 

and what they were effectively signing themselves and the Trust up to.  The Charity Commission has looked at 

all of that.  They have declined to comment on whether it was the right decision to take or not, but the process 

by which the decision was taken they have supported and, in my experience, it seemed reasonable to me at the 

time, what they took into account.   

 

Len Duvall AM:  Just before my colleague continues with questioning, what did TfL think its role was by 

going to these Garden Trust Board meetings?  What were you actually doing there, in terms of your time and 

energy over this project, if you were not there giving advice?  I grant you should not be telling a third party 

what to do or not do but it was almost becoming like a TfL project at times, if you read the emails, in terms of 

command and control, and what took place or did not take place.  What were you doing?  What was the actual 

role?  I ask this because I know colleagues would have asked it on another not so great moment for TfL, in 

terms of Crossrail, about observer status and oversight issues.  What do you think you were doing?  What was 

the key role?  Why did you have to go? 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There are effectively three different or 

four different things that TfL had to do, two of which were directed to us by the Mayor: give the money, 

support -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Yes.  Did you have to attend the Trust Board meetings to do that, yes or no? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I will get to the -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Fine. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  So, give the money.  That was nothing 

to do particularly with attending the Board meetings.  Support the project.  That was the other half of the 

Mayoral directions.  Then, separate from the Mayoral directions, we put in place a framework of how any 

money would be drawn down.  Our role in those meetings was to be sighted on what the Trust were doing to 

ensure, firstly, that any conditions associated with the money that they had already received were being met, 

and secondly to inform any decision we took down the line on whether conditions for future payments had or 

had not been met.  Now, that fed into a wider field of information from all the rest of our interaction with the 

Trust.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  But here is the crucial thing, because TfL was at the same time supposed to be the 

overseer of the project and the custodian of taxpayers’ money, and also essentially a cheerleader for it by 

trying to push it through because that is what the [former] Mayor wanted.  Was that not a conflict of interest, 

really? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am not qualified to comment on 

what exactly is a conflict of interest or not.  I did not see a disparity between making sure, in legal terms, that 

they were meeting the requirements of the Funding Agreement, and separately providing what support we 

could, outside of their set of expertise, in negotiating some of the challenges to the project, for example, 

attending the meetings with Lambeth Council and Coin Street Community Builders.  We could add value there 

by adding the knowledge we had about transport infrastructure.  For instance, one of the detailed points of 

interest for Coin Street was around pedestrian flow modelling and comfort levels and what would happen on 

their land around the landing site of the bridge, servicing the requirements of the building, all of that level of 

detail.  The Trust had specialists that they brought in but we could also advise from our expertise so we could 

add value there. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Just another one on this meeting in January [2016].  One of the trustees, Alistair 

Subba Row, drew attention to the Trust facing 22 significant hurdles that could potentially delay the 

programme.  What were these hurdles? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not have a list of 22 hurdles - you 

would need to ask Alistair what he was quoting as the 22 - but I have already described some of the bits that 

were more challenging: closing out some of the negotiations to do with the land agreements, the licences, the 

guarantees with the GLA, which had been directed to be put into place but the detailed legal agreements still 

needed to be negotiated.  There were a range of things that still needed to be done but as I have described in 

terms of whether we felt that they had met the conditions or not, they had a plan in place for each of those as 

to how they would be closed out. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  You can have a plan.  It is whether or not is an effective plan.  They had not 

secured the land to build the bridge on and it seems clear from the minutes that discussions with Coin Street 

and ITV were not progressing well.  Fundraising had stalled.  We know that, we can see here that private 



 

donors were pulling out.  The cost of the project was rising.  It just seems absurd, I think, to me and others on 

this panel, that you could have said that things were going well and the Trust were going to be able to 

overcome these very significant hurdles. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can only comment on my experience 

at the time, which is that they had already secured a very significant amount of private money, either cash in 

the bank or legally binding agreements to pay the money at some point during the project programme, and 

that we were in discussions with a number of the key parties that needed agreements to be negotiated with 

them and that those discussions, from our first-hand experience, were going in a direction that was resolvable 

in the timeframes that the Trust was describing.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Here we have the total level of funding.  In November 2015, £81 million they had 

secured.  By December 2015, it was down to £75 million.  By January 2016, it was down to £71 million.  By 

February 2016, it was down to £70 million.  That is three or four consecutive months of the total amount of 

committed money to the project going down, and yet TfL signed off on the condition that they were satisfied 

that they had secured or could secure the funding to operate the bridge for its first five years.  I think to 

members of the public that will seem quite extraordinary.   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I think you have to put alongside 

those four numbers that you have just quoted that, first, they had already secured a very significant number.  

Even £70 million is a very significant amount of private funding.  Secondly, they had a full team of professional 

fundraisers and a comprehensive plan in place with irons in the fire, if you will, for where they will go to find 

more money down the line.  There is discussion minuted among the trustees about key points that will likely 

revitalise some of their fundraising efforts, all of which was sensible, credible discussion about the key points 

to add more energy to kickstart that funding again. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Did you ever think to advise the Trust to hold off, particularly given there must 

have been some political considerations?  In fact, there is some talk of political considerations in the minutes.  

You had a mayoral election coming up where it was quite possible, as it transpired, that there would be a 

change -- well, there was always going to be a change of Mayor but a change of party, and that City Hall 

might become much more sceptical about the project.  Did you not ever consider advising them maybe to hold 

off before making decisions that cost the taxpayer a huge amount of money? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was very clear to them - not 

connected to specific decisions that were not my decisions to take or particularly to get involved in - that they 

needed to understand the landscape around the May 2016 elections and that they should not make any 

assumptions about whoever might win that election and whatever view they might take.  I would hope that 

that was referenced in the minutes somewhere, but I have not checked it in detail. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  I am going to look at the 17 February [2016] Board meeting.  During that 

Board, you did not speak.  Is that because you were there as an observer or there supporting Richard de Cani, 

who I think was present at the meeting? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes, we were there as observers.  

There was no need for me to speak so I would not have spoken unless I needed to.  I am not a member of the 

Board, so I would not have actively contributed unless it was required of me.   

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  OK, because at previous ones you had spoken and they were minuted.  There 

was nothing from you at this one? 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  If you are asking whether it is an 

accurate representation that I did not speak, I cannot remember exactly because it was a long time ago, but it 

did not surprise me that I did not see my name referenced.   

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  What was your role in preparing for that meeting? Richard de Cani was there as 

well. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Well, as I say, I would meet with them 

regularly and already have an up-to-date understanding of the project.  I did not have a routine preparation for 

Garden Bridge Trust Board meetings. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  So there would not have been any discussion with Richard [de Cani] beforehand 

about what issues might come up and what TfL’s response should be? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No more than my regular discussions 

with him to keep him updated on the latest position of the project. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Now, one of the things that came up at this meeting was the Trust going to the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer to request additional funding from the Treasury to provide some contingent 

liability.  Do you think that would have been a good thing to do? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I have read through this myself over 

the last week or so and reminded myself of exactly what they are describing here, because it is quite complex, 

and the specific nouns used change.  It is worth just reminding ourselves that what they are describing when 

they talk about “contingent liability” is what has over time evolved into what is now described as the 

DfT-funded underwriting of cancellation costs of the project.   

 

Once the Garden Bridge Trust decided to let that construction contract, they intentionally built into that 

contract a number of exit points, which I understand is part of the thinking that has fed into the Charity 

Commission’s verdict that it was a fair and reasonable decision for them to take.  They took into account 

potential risks down the line and had already agreed ways in which they could bring that contract to an end if 

that proved to be necessary.   

 

What they are talking about here, if my memory serves me well, is that they had taken advice from legal 

colleagues that it would be appropriate for them, as trustees of a charity with now known liabilities potentially 

coming down the line, to make provision to cover those liabilities if they were to materialise.  Now, none of the 

trustees wanted them to materialise because they would only come about with the end of the project and - 

you ask me whether I am a cheerleader - they were all fully committed to delivering this project. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Of course they were, yes. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  These discussions that they reference 

are about speaking to people in Government about whether a facility could be made available for them to call 

upon in the event that it was necessary, but always hoping that it would never be necessary. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Underwriting their decision to go ahead with the construction contract? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Underwriting any liabilities that they 

could not meet with their assets.  I am not an expert in charity or company law but they were making those 

enquiries at this point because they still could meet all of their liabilities.  If they were unable to, they would 



 

have had to wind up.  They were saying, “Before we reach the point where liabilities, particularly with our 

construction contractor, get very large, we need to make sure that either we have progressed things far 

enough that we can draw down more on the funding sources we do have, including some of the further 

construction payments from TfL, or in the worst case, we have something we can draw upon to pay them”.  

Otherwise, they would have to have stopped. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Thank you for clarifying that for us.  Let us go back to this issue of fundraising 

because at this meeting, the minutes say the Trust had raised £130 million, whereas in the 27 January [2016] 

letter, just over two weeks before, from Paul Morell [Deputy Chairman, Garden Bridge Trust] to Richard de 

Cani [former Managing Director of Planning, TfL], it says: 

 

 “The GB Trust has raised a total of £145 million, of which £85 million is from the private sector.” 

 

When you heard the lower figure being reported at the meeting, what was your response and how did you 

report this back to TfL? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It was more slightly the other way 

around, that when they sent us the letter with a number of £145 million we looked into why that number was 

different from other numbers that had been quoted in Board meetings.  We checked that with them.   

 

There is a running theme through this that in each instance, it is not always clear in the minutes exactly how 

they have calculated what they are saying is the secured money because there are all sorts of different 

categorisations of private money that they have secured.  Is that money that is in their bank account?  Is it 

money that they have a signed deed of grant for?  Is it money - I am making this up - for which they have sent 

the draft deed of grant to someone and they are just waiting for it to come back signed, because negotiations 

are fully progressed but not quite signed on the dotted line?  There are all sorts of different categorisations of 

money and the calculation would vary slightly from number to number in the minutes.  We were very careful in 

ascertaining from the Trust how they were calculating each one at the time.  I do not have a record of each one 

against that, but the Trust will have that and you could ask them. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  But you picked up early on, not at the meeting but before that, “In this letter, 

the number does not stack up with what we are aware of”, this £15 million discrepancy?   

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  More generally, every time they gave 

us a number that was different from the previous number, and that accounts for the discussions in the Board 

minutes as well, we were keen to understand what had moved.   

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Clearly you were not 100% sure of what funding they had secured.  You have 

just described that their figures varied and there were different ways money had been committed.  Did that not 

raise alarm bells with you, particularly at a time when you were about to release public funds to the project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not particularly.  We were sighted 

sufficiently on the detail of what they had raised.  We have published lists of the donors that they had secured.  

We had that information available to us at the time and we were very well sighted on the other people, 

companies and charitable trusts that they were progressing discussions with to secure new donations.  

Therefore, we were satisfied with where they were going and how they were doing in getting money but, as 

with the delivery of the project, perhaps even more so, the fundraising of the project was primarily the 

responsibility of the Garden Bridge Trust. 

 



 

I was not involved in the decision, long before I joined the project, as to why this delivery model was chosen 

with a third-party charity, but my understanding is that a significant part of that decision was that they would 

be far more equipped to do that private fundraising than TfL would be.  It is not something that we typically 

we do in funding projects, to seek private funding from a wide range of individuals, companies, charities, 

crowdsourcing and all these sorts of things that the Garden Bridge Trust had planned.  That was very much 

their area of expertise.  What we were interested in was an overall picture of successful fundraising, fundraising 

to come and movements in that fundraising figure. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Given that you sat through a number of these Trust Board meetings and you 

were meeting them, you said, one or two times a week - you have now said two or three times a week, huge 

meetings - this must have been almost been a fulltime job, quite frankly. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Just to be clear about the one or two, 

two or three, there were typically two meetings a week but also conversations.  I would pick up the phone to 

them to discuss specific things and there might be a meeting with Lambeth or Coin Street, for example, but 

there were other meetings within that.  There were one or two formal meetings plus other interactions.  It was 

a large part of my job, yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  It must have been.  It must have taken over your life for a period of time, I have 

to say, from your description this morning.  Given that involvement, did you feel the risks associated with the 

project warranted increased public investment? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Do you mean specifically around the 

decision to pay the money?  Is that what you mean by “additional public investment”? 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Yes, because there were more and more risks emerging.  Their funding was 

potentially going down.  You had obviously picked that up.  There were huge issues.  Did you feel that the 

project warranted increased public investment? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were very clear on what they 

needed to do to receive that money, and that was to meet the conditions in the funding agreement.  At the 

same time, we had a full awareness of the risks that the project was facing and we were helping them - where 

our expertise could help - to overcome those challenges, and challenging them where we felt that their plan 

was not perhaps appropriate for how to address those challenges.  Whether or not they had met the conditions 

was the deciding factor on whether they should receive the money. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  On the point Assembly Member Duvall mentioned earlier, you were saying you 

had a full awareness of the risks.  I want to see that, so I can see how your thinking led to the decisions TfL 

made about public money.  Obviously, hindsight is a wonderful thing.  We are all looking back at all sorts of 

projects and we would do that differently, we would do that differently, but I am actually trying to see: at that 

moment, what was your thinking?  What justified that public money going out the door?  That is what we need 

to understand, particularly as you said you had a full awareness of the risks. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That came from all of the information 

that we had available to us, which, as I said earlier, has been published.  The actual day to day management of 

risk on the project, and delivery of the project, sat with the Garden Bridge Trust. 

 

I mentioned earlier that I would typically go to their project meetings once a week.  That included a detailed 

risk register that they would run through as to where things were, but that is information that the Garden 

Bridge Trust has available so you would need to speak to them. 



 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Yes. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Would TfL hold that risk register as well, though? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  No.  That day to day delivery was the 

Trust’s responsibility. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Surely they would have sent it to you via email at some point. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot remember.  I can have a look.  

I would turn up to the meeting.  They would discuss the risk register.  This is not something that I would come 

prepared with sheets of material for it. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  They would have sent you an agenda pack, surely, which would have included 

things like that. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not for a routine project team meeting 

once a week. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  No, for a Board meeting.  I mean -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was not sent the papers in advance. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Say that again? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was not sent the papers in advance. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  You were not sent the papers in advance? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I would attend the Garden Bridge 

Trust Board meeting and participate, well, observe the meeting. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Richard de Cani [former Managing Director of Planning, TfL]?  Somebody must 

have been sent the papers in advance, surely.  

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can only comment on what I have 

available.  I was not given the papers for those Board meetings.  I would attend the meeting.  They would have 

a discussion.  I would leave the meeting. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  This might explain why TfL was unable to produce the minutes when we asked for 

them and had to go to the Trust to get hold of the minutes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Very bizarre. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  I do think that is a bit bizarre. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes.  The responsibility for holding all 

of the documentation around the delivery of the project, the management of the trust, all sits with the Garden 

Bridge Trust. 



 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Assembly Member Pidgeon was talking about the sheer amount of time that you would 

have spent on this at the time.  You are now Head of Corporate Services, are you not? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Corporate Affairs. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Corporate Affairs, yes, of course.  Can you tell me what was your role or anyone’s role at 

this time when you were having all these meetings?  A big part of the general project must be, “We now have 

to get together and we have to sell this to the public via public relations (PR) on a pretty constant basis”.  Was 

that part of what you were doing too?  You would presumably have to meet with your counterpart, who would 

have been Head of Corporate Affairs then or something, to push out this information to the public. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Two points.  The first is I was not 

Head of Corporate Affairs at the time. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Yes, I know. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  My role in the timeframe we are 

talking about was not anything to do with communications, public affairs or anything of that nature.   

 

The second point is that the responsibility for communications activity around the project also sat wholly with 

the Garden Bridge Trust.  They had a communications team, a press office and they handled all of that.  Our 

role was purely to be sighted on what they were planning to do, just so that we knew what was coming.  They 

kept everyone here at City Hall sighted and Government sighted, but we were not actively involved in planning 

or delivering their communications at all. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  As you say, the point of the PR team was just to constantly say everything was just great 

to the public, as you say, to keep people excited about the whole thing.  That was the point of it. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  At the risk of commenting on 

something that is the Trust’s place to comment on, the job of a communications and PR team is both to sell 

the positives of the project but also to respond to the commentary about it.  As we discussed, there was a wide 

range of views on this very interesting, sensitive project and so they needed to manage that side of things as 

well. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  That leads perfectly into my next question.  You are saying it was all the Garden 

Bridge Trust’s responsibility but in the minutes Richard de Cani informs the Board that TfL got a redaction.  

This was TfL, not the Garden Bridge Trust.  TfL got a redaction from LBC’s [London-based national talk radio 

station] recent reporting “that indulged the opposition’s inaccurate claims”.  They had also written to the 

Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) due to their latest stance regarding the procurement.  What role was 

TfL playing here then, in terms of being the PR for this project, the cheerleader for the project and actually 

trying to censor the media? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It is very clear that the specific media 

that Richard [de Cani] is talking about was media that directly related to TfL.  It was around the review and 

scrutiny of the project and the procurement activity and the redaction, if I remember rightly, was about a 

factual inaccuracy that was reported.  It is very, very rare.  Certainly, in my experience, I think this is the only 

instance I have ever been aware of where we have sought a redaction of media coverage, and that was because 

it was incorrect. 

 



 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Did you play -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Sorry, what was the issue and what was the redaction? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I cannot remember but I can look into 

it for you. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Yes, please. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Did you play any part in countering inaccurate claims from groups opposed to 

the Garden Bridge? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Personally, no.  I was not working as a 

communications professional.  I cannot comment on whether any of my colleagues who were dealt with any 

cases.  I was not aware of any. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  You were not asked to feed in any facts, any sheets with positives about the 

project or anything?  You were not asked to do anything like that? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  There are certain -- 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Communications people rely on the professionals leading on a project to give 

them the facts that they can then write in plain English to communicate the message. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was certainly involved in working 

with communications colleagues around issues that did relate to TfL, to make sure that we were putting our 

most accurate foot forward on the coverage we were involved in, yes.  There is a difference between that and 

seeking to get corrections made or anything like that. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  It was very factual, the stuff that you were involved in, and on TfL’s role? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I would always seek to be factual in 

confirming with communications colleagues about what the right thing is to say to the public. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Yes because obviously this whole project was and still is very controversial.  At 

the time I think I was the first Assembly Member to raise issues around procurement and concerns over it.  I 

was described by the former Mayor as the Taliban of all things beautiful.  Clearly, it has always been a sensitive 

and controversial project.  Are we able to get hold of the communication plans that TfL had around this 

project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can certainly look for you.  I do not 

think that there would be any communications plans because, as I say, the -- 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Well, communications plans, messages.  We would need to think what the 

wording is. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I just do not want you to waste your 

time in asking me things that do not exist.  The communication of the project was the responsibility of the 

Garden Bridge Trust.  We would not have had plans for communications activity, like a programme of 

communications activity.  The activity that Richard [de Cani] is describing in these minutes and that I am 



 

talking about feeding into would have been more as and when members of the media or journalists came and 

asked questions and we need to agree what we would say in response. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  The reactive statements.  I cannot think what the word -- 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Generally, yes, but they will all have 

been issued, so they are available if you want to look them up. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  They would go to the outlet.  They would not just be generally broadcast.  We 

might want to look at that.   

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Before I bring in Assembly Member Duvall, the DfT was obviously involved in this 

and they seem to take a much more cautious approach than TfL to taxpayers’ cash.  They had to be directed, 

for example by I think David Cameron [former Prime Minister] directed that it should go ahead.  Senior civil 

servants did not want it to.  When the requests for extra funding came, Richard de Cani was pushing the DfT to 

release their portion of the funding.  The DfT were coming back with some quite significant questions.  Why do 

you think the DfT were more cautious about this project and about taxpayer funding than TfL, which seemed 

more cavalier? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I would not accept that categorisation 

of it.  It was the case that we were directed to provide this funding, just as the civil service were.  Quite soon 

after the project was set up and those instructions were given - both by the former Mayor [Boris Johnson] and 

the former Chancellor of the Exchequer - to fund the project and support it, the decision was taken that, given 

it was a London project and we had the expertise for delivering infrastructure in London, we would take the 

lead on the first stage of the project, which was developing the scheme and securing planning permission, and 

that we would then set up a funding agreement.  That funding agreement was signed off with Government.  

All the conditions of it were signed off with them.  Then the decision was subsequently taken that we would 

narrow it down to a one-to-one relationship between TfL and the Garden Bridge Trust, and that we would be 

responsible for channelling both the £30 million of TfL money and the £30 million of Government money into 

the project. 

 

From quite early on, it was agreed that we would be the single point of contact for the day to day support and 

scrutiny of the Garden Bridge Trust, but that we would stay in touch with our colleagues in Whitehall about 

how things were going and what the status was of their funding as part of the overall £60 million.  That was 

one of the things I did as well.  We had regular contact with my colleagues in DfT.  I would not say that their 

approach to it was any different from ours.  The only difference was that in the correspondence that you are 

referring to, we were very much closer to the detail than they were. 

 

We had also been through the process that we have discussed already in this meeting about reaching a view on 

the balance of information about whether the conditions had been met.  We had therefore concluded that they 

had been met and if we were not to make that payment we would be in breach of the funding agreement, so it 

was really an explanation from us to them of the situation that we were faced with ourselves. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  It does seem - you are right, you have both been directed - that despite the fact 

that they had been directed, they were taking a much more cautious approach than TfL was in terms of the 

release of funding. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It might read that way but that was 

not my experience at the time.  You might want to discuss that with them. 

 



 

Len Duvall AM:  During this period of January [2016], bearing in mind in the run-up to the autumn/winter, 

you had raised concerns at a Board meeting that the spend to date was at risk because not all planning 

property issues were resolved.  We have heard earlier my colleague saying with hindsight it is not a good thing, 

but we get to January and there must be a number of questions in people’s minds.  The reason I say that is 

because come March/April we have a rush of activity of looking for guarantees to underwrite further costs and 

protection in terms of cancellation of the project because things are not going according to plan. 

 

Was there any stage during this period of time - whether it was in the winter or the first couple of months of 

2016 - that TfL thought this project might be taken over by them?  Was there any conversation between you 

and your colleague officers that this was a plan B? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Not that I remember.  I would just say 

I do not agree with your categorisation of where we were at the time.  They had plans in place to deliver what 

they needed to deliver and, in my experience, it did not feel that things were not going well.  There was this 

one additional point that I have already discussed earlier about the contingent liability, the underwriting - 

whatever word you want to use - that came a couple of months later.  That was not an obstacle to the project 

so much as an understanding of the legal position that they as trustees needed to take, that they just needed 

to clear that away and carry on.  It did not slow down their delivery of the programme.  Just to go back to your 

question, was there any discussion about -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  They did not achieve their programme, did they?  They were letting the construction 

contract without fully utilising all the issues of their obligations on the planning side.  Their costs were going 

up dramatically in terms of various reports, yet having trouble with Government, as my colleague said earlier 

on, in terms of some of the things they were looking for from the Government to do their bit of this 

partnership funding.  That is not hindsight.  With the direction of travel, there are a number of concerns.  

Maybe from an outsider there would be concerns.  Surely TfL officers must be echoing those concerns inside 

their internal meetings at this particular time, so I am just thinking, “Well, where does this project go?”   

 

Therefore, is there a plan B?  Are you thinking of a plan B internally in TfL?  If not, at this particular time was 

there any discussion?  I would imagine that TfL officers earlier on said, “We do not want this gulf.  Keep this 

away from us.  It is quite nice to have a Trust doing this because it is not our project as such”.  Then, as you go 

into the project, the challenges, the obstacles referred to earlier, the 22 obstacles to overcome -- I think you 

have referred to ‘obstacles to overcome’ in your earlier answer to some of my questions.  Does anyone think, 

“When do we pull the plug”?  You say, “It is all going well”, but your commentary, your participation at the 

time does not say it is all going well. 

 

I come back to this point because I am taken by what you are telling us this morning.  All the commentary and 

all your contributions that you have made that are recorded - we do not know the ones that are not recorded - 

are indicating, “There are some problems here”.  Of course, if there were problems, was there a plan B?  If this 

project had to be delivered at any cost, when did TfL think of them?  Was there any conversation among your 

officers at any time?  I have limited it to that time but if you can say that you were party to thinking, “We 

might have to take over this” -- I was going to refer to it in unflattering terms because, quite frankly, there 

were problems. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was never part of any conversation 

about that option.  That was not something that I am aware of having been discussed.  The position at the 

time was that there was this independent charity in place to deliver it.  You have understandably categorised 

the position as you see it.  My experience at the time of the conversations that have been minuted here in the 

Board meetings, but also in all the other discussions and information we had available to us, was that that 

charity had every chance of delivering this project.  They understood the landscape of risks and obstacles to 



 

them and they had plans in place for how to overcome them.  Not only did we not discuss - that I am aware of 

- that alternative approach but nor did we feel at the time that it was necessary.  The approach had the 

potential to work. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  In answer to one of my earlier colleagues, you did have time to talk about whether this was 

the best delivery vehicle to attracting external finance rather than TfL putting its resources in attracting 

finance.  Therefore, at some stage you must have been thinking, “Should we go in to help further to deliver 

this project?” and whether you had resources that you could devote to attracting that external finance. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  As I said earlier, that decision to set up 

the project in this way was not one I was involved in.  I am not aware of any further discussions at the time. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  The delivery vehicle had already been established.  

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  I presume this was in response, your conversation.  One of those internal conversations that, 

from time to time, you seem to have had overseeing this project, was about whether it was based on the dip in 

their funding and lack of clarity about what they had secured and what they had not secured.  It was midway 

through the project, not the delivery vehicle.  I think that was out of your hands.  It might have been fortunate 

it was there.   

 

The question is - you would have had a conversation at that time - “Should TfL have gotten involved in 

fundraising for this project to help them?”  That is the way that I have interpreted your answer to my colleague 

earlier on.  When we come to the transcript we might want to come back to you on that, because you were 

inferring that there was a conversation and you decided not to because they were best placed to attract that 

money. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Just to be clear, I was referring to my 

understanding of a discussion that would have taken place at the very outset of the project -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  At the outset? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  -- to decide to set up that delivery 

model. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  Thank you for that. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That is a discussion I was not part of.  

It is just looking back.  Having been through a lot of the material to do this project through the various reviews 

over the last four years, my understanding is that a large factor in making that decision was the better ability - 

as was thought at the time - for a private, independent charity to raise this money than TfL because we do not 

necessarily have the mechanisms, expertise and governance to allow us to do that.  As far as I am aware - I 

cannot speak for all my colleagues - we did not have discussions around this time, early 2016, about bringing 

that project within TfL or changing the delivery model.  The delivery model was in place and they had plans 

that could deliver the bridge. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  What gave you confidence then that this body in January 2016 could deliver on its financial 

targets of raising the money then?  That must surely have been a factor in an internal discussion in TfL before 

you allocated further money. 



 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes, so -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  What was the confidence?  What gave you the confidence that they could deliver? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  One of the conditions was to have or 

be able to secure funding for the delivery of the bridge, so, yes, it was one of the six topics that was discussed 

before the Managing Director reached a view on whether the conditions had been met and the payment 

needed to be made.  Information feeding into reaching that view was the fact that they had already secured a 

very large amount of privately sourced money, a long list of donors with large numbers next to them.  Some of 

that money was in accounts already.  Some of -- 

 

Len Duvall AM:  It is going down.  At this time it is going down.  Did that not occur to you that it was going 

down? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  We were aware of what their latest 

numbers were, as I said to Assembly Member Pidgeon earlier, as well as understanding what they had already 

raised and, each time the number changed, what was causing that change.  We were also very well sighted on 

their pipeline of activity and the dedicated fundraising and development team who were pursuing new sources 

of funding.  Alongside that, there is some discussions in the minutes about points where the trustees felt that 

it would be a good opportunity to upscale that fundraising activity aligned with key events on the project. 

 

If you take all that in the round, they have already raised £70 million-plus.  They need to raise, however, much 

more.  They have a programme of who they are going to approach and when they are going to approach them, 

backed up by the success of £70 million.  On the balance of information available, it felt like a credible plan for 

securing that funding. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  You say TfL has fully given all the information it has in its domain.  There must be some 

information that has been given to you by the Trust that I do not think we have seen.  We have certainly not 

seen the issue of what I think is pretty key: what information did they provide you that gave you such a 

clear-cut view that this was a project still worth going the extra mile to do? 

 

Because from that January [2016] issue, when you are having your conversations, it starts alarm bells ringing in 

terms of what those individual trustees - which must be another warning bell - had started saying about their 

personal liabilities and why the risk is in the project.  It deteriorates fast.  It does not even wait until February.  

It goes from January when you have your conversation.  You start wanting to empty your wallet quickly.  In 

fact, before you even empty your wallet there are a number of further warning bells that say to you, “There is a 

financial risk in this project”, which is more than what you had prior to 2016 and in January 2016. 

 

Can you provide that information to us that you no doubt have on file - no doubt it will be in the Legal section 

because no doubt they will have kept it or sourced it - that gives you that confidence that this was a project 

still worth pursuing, that actually was not because it deteriorates very fast after you started receiving 

information and requests? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can certainly look for any information 

in addition to what has already been published that informed that view.  I would just repeat that all of the 

information that has been published contributed to that.  We have minutes of all the meetings alongside this.  

While I do not have copies of the papers, the Garden Bridge Trust does, particularly on the fundraising aspect 

we have just been talking about.  That was very clearly the Garden Bridge Trust’s responsibility.  They have all 



 

of the material around that.  They will be able to describe to you all of the ways in which they did that, but I 

was party to that information. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  I am interested in the material that has been passed to TfL to base its decisions on.  Surely 

you have kept that.  This is not a case of information that is missing.  I am not clear.  I do not believe you have 

passed that information to this body and I am seeking assurances.  I do not want to go down the summonsing 

route.  It would be the first request, Chair, from this body to receive that information that has been given to 

you to base your decision-making on.  It is not Trust property anymore.  It is TfL’s property.  I would like to see 

it. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Just to be clear, Chairman, I would be 

very happy to go and look at that.  Over the last four years we have participated in every review, every 

investigation and every case into this completely willingly.  I will happily go and look for that.  I am just telling 

you that there is not a pile of information that we have been holding back. 

 

Len Duvall AM:  I do not accept that.  In the first years we received information from whistle-blowers inside 

TfL who told us something was going terribly wrong with this project, and the initial amount of information 

had to be dragged out of TfL.  It is only latterly that we believe TfL has provided that information, so I just 

want to put that on record. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I can only comment that in my 

experience this is the most transparent project that I have ever worked on in TfL.  We have published huge 

volumes of information.  I understand that.  I will go and look again.  I will look and I will ask colleagues to help 

me but I am not expecting to find more information. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Could I just ask, why do you think that the previous Mayor signed that Mayoral 

Direction in April 2016 which softened up one of the conditions?  This did not change the TfL guarantee, but 

it did change his conditions for signing off the funding for the operation of the bridge, changing it to: 

 

 “The Trust demonstrate to the Mayor’s satisfaction it has a satisfactory funding strategy.” 

 

Where previously it had to demonstrate it had a satisfactory level of funding.  Why do you think the previous 

Mayor would have felt the need to do that? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I think that is described in the Mayoral 

Direction.  At that point, as is typical, there was drafting going on to agree Section 106 Agreements with 

Westminster City Council and Lambeth Council.  The language that had been agreed with those councils to go 

into those agreements was the new language in this Mayoral Direction, so we were making this direction to 

bring our position in the exact language in line with what would have been the case with Section 106 

Agreements. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Were you involved and was TfL involved in the language in what was happening in 

Westminster and Lambeth? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I was not personally involved because 

if anyone had been sighted on it would have been colleagues from the Legal Team.  From memory, I do not 

believe we were anything other than most sighted on what they were discussing.  It was a matter for the 

applicant - the Planning Permission Team from the Garden Bridge Trust - to discuss with the Council. 

 



 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  TfL has already determined that they are satisfied with this condition, which is that 

they can secure the funding to operate the bridge in the first five years.  TfL has come to that conclusion that 

they satisfy that condition and yet it is being softened up by the then-Mayor before he signs off on this 

guarantee.  If you had already decided that they would satisfy this condition, why the need to soften it up and 

why have a softened version in what was coming from Lambeth and from Westminster?  

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  My understanding was it was only to 

bring it in line with what Lambeth and Westminster were saying.  It would have added unnecessary complexity 

later down the line to have a different wording of the condition with the local authorities compared with -- 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  All the other conditions are the same and that one condition has been changed.  It 

does look like it was changed in order to move the goalposts. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  To be clear, the other conditions were 

not mapped into the Section 106 agreements, if I remember rightly. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Right. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  This was a particular bit.  As a 

planning authority, they were interested in the longer term than the construction period and the funding for 

that side of things.  They wanted to secure how the bridge would be funded and managed in the long term, so 

they were particularly interested in this condition.  It was not that they accepted every other of the five 

conditions in our funding agreement - a totally separate agreement - as drafted. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):    I will move on now to the final section of questioning, which is the 10 March 

2016 meeting.  At that Board meeting the March minutes show the trustees were having serious conversations 

about terminating the project, how to satisfy clawback liabilities and points of no return.  This is one month 

after the construction contract has been signed.  The Trust has received £3 million of public funding from DfT 

through TfL, and a promise of a further £2.5 million.  Why do you think that the conversation shifted so 

quickly, just one month after the construction contract was signed, to potentially having to terminate the 

project? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  They are connected in logical 

sequence of why they needed to now discuss this.  As I was describing earlier to Assembly Member Pidgeon, 

the signing of the construction contract created a series of exit points with liabilities attached to them.  That is 

why they were initially discussing with the Government about what is now termed the underwriting rather than 

the contingent liability.  It was appropriate for the trustees to be thinking about how they would meet those 

liabilities and one of a number of outcomes that they needed to think about was how they might terminate the 

project and wind up the charity.  It was appropriate for them to think about all of those options. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  Should that conversation have happened before the construction contract was 

signed?  Should they have been thinking about what they would have to do in the event that something went 

wrong?  Should they have been thinking about that before they signed the contract? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  You would need to talk to them and 

their lawyers about what went into taking that decision. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  You were in the meeting, so you might have a flavour of their thinking. 

 



 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I do not have detailed records of 

everything that they discussed about the to’s and fro’s of the details of the construction contract.  They went 

into very great detail about whether they felt it was appropriate to take that decision nor not and the liabilities 

that that would create. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  This is unrelated to that section.  Can you just throw some light on one particular thing?  

The documents that were released quite recently - February this year [2019] - show that it was confirmed that 

there was a decision to pay an amount of £5.5 million to cover winding up costs to the Trust.  Could you tell 

me what that consisted of, that £5.5 million?  These figures are just bandied about: £1 million here, £1 million 

there. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I am very happy to take you through 

that. 

 

This follows from the underwriting that we have just been discussing in that if we think back to around that 

time in early 2016, we had the election and then the newly elected Mayor [Sadiq Khan] was very clear that he 

was not going to provide the underwriting they were asking for from TfL’s share of funding, which is why 

ultimately the decision was taken by the Government that they would provide this underwriting. 

 

I think September 2016 is the latest.  It was varied slightly through the middle of 2016.  In September 2016, 

there was an underwriting of up to £9 million that would come from DfT money, which we as TfL hold as the 

single holder of the financial relationship with the Garden Bridge Trust, which the Garden Bridge Trust could 

seek to draw upon in the event that they have cancelled the project and can demonstrate a series of legally 

binding liabilities that they are required to pay. 

 

What has happened since the Garden Bridge Trust took the decision to terminate the project - which came 

some time later than September 2016 - is that they have been working on winding up the charity, closing 

down all of their liabilities, paying what they can out of the assets that they have and producing a list of the 

line items that they consider are met by the terms of this underwriting drawn from DfT money. 

 

What happened in February [2019] was that we reached a view - following legal advice and thorough scrutiny 

of the different things they presented us with, challenging them where we felt that such-and-such an item was 

not something that they had to pay and they could get out of it if they wanted to - that the right amount of 

money to pay them under the legal requirements of that underwriting drawn from DfT money was just over 

£5 million. 

 

They also forewarned us that they expected roughly a further £500,000 of additional provable liabilities that 

would come through in the course of their final winding up of the charity, which they expect to do over the 

next -- I do not want to put a number on it because it is their responsibility but it will probably be six months 

or so, in my best guess.  That is what we are working through now.  As they wind up their charity, certain 

invoices for activities that are required with that will come through and we will assess each of them to 

challenge whether they really do have to pay that.  If they do and we are, therefore, required to pay that 

money, we will pay it to them. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Can you give me a flavour of what kind of things we are talking about? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes.  Sorry, you did ask that earlier.  In 

broad terms it is liabilities to providers of services, be that the services contractor who is owned money under 

the terms of the contract, consultants who are doing certain things to facilitate the winding up of the charity, 

or third parties such as the local authorities, who were owed certain payments through the planning process.  



 

There are a number of third-party donors who always had built into their agreements with the Trust that they 

would make available the money for delivery of the project but, in the event that the bridge was not 

completed, that money would be owed back to them, so that list -- 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  They put that in, did they? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Some of them did.  That is quite 

common, I understand, in this sort of model. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Yes, well, I do know about fundraising. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That list is available.  We have been 

very open about who is being paid what. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  From memory, can you give me what is the biggest one? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  From memory, I think it is the 

construction contractor. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Right.  On about what? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  You are probing too much detail for 

me to remember at the moment, but I would be very happy to send you a list of the broken down -- 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  I understand what you are saying, that these are liabilities where basically people are 

saying, “We need to be paid for this even though it is not happening” and all the rest of it.  At the same time, 

people need to know: £1 million to this, £1 million to that. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Absolutely.  At the same time as 

making this decision, we managed to get the Garden Bridge Trust to give us a detailed breakdown of all of 

their expenditure on the project, which is something that we had been asking for for some time.  It is not just 

funded from our public money to it, but all of it.  We have published a line item breakdown. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  We do have that. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Then, as part of the determination of 

this £5 million payment and potential £500,000 of contingency on top of that, we have published a very, very 

large pile of evidence for each and every claim to show how it is backed up, whether that is a grant agreement 

between another charitable trust and the Garden Bridge Trust or an invoice from a company that shows they 

have done the work and they are owed the money, that sort of thing.  There are hundreds of pages of that on 

the website.  I cannot remember if there is a front page summary that I can send you of how that is broken 

down. 

 

Peter Whittle AM:  Thank you. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  What are the construction contractors called? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It is a joint venture between Bouygues 

Travaux Publics and a company called Cimolai. 

 



 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Bouygues and Cimolai? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Yes. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  They were paid £21 million? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  I have not swotted up on the exact 

numbers. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  They were paid something like £21 million from the information you gave and 

obviously nothing has been built.  I accept they will have probably have spent a few million pounds - as these 

projects seem to - on preparing for building this, but has TfL or the Garden Bridge Trust written to them asking 

for some of the money back?  While I appreciate there is a legal contract, surely there is a moral responsibility 

with public money to claw back what money you can.  Given that this company will want to have other public 

sector contracts, it would be rather good in the spirit of things to actually give some money back. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  That might be the number for total 

amount spent, including after they were appointed in 2016 and were doing lots of work in prefabrication 

materials.  Cimolai’s steel company were doing lots of material production in Europe. 

 

The actual amount in this latest payment that we were just discussing is much, much smaller than that.  We at 

TfL have made a very clear point of impressing on the Trust throughout the period since they decided to 

terminate the project that we would expect every effort to be made, with every one of these people seeking 

payment from that underwriting, for it to be minimised as far as humanely possible.  That is one of the reasons 

why we now in 2019 - and the decision was taken quite some time ago to cancel this project - have been 

extremely clear with the Trust that we expect them to use every possible endeavour to minimise that number.  

The Trust has kept me updated but I do not have detailed records of their commercial negotiations with people 

like Bouygues Travaux Publics and Cimolai.  I do know that they have successfully reduced that number by 

quite some margin.  That is our way of influencing them to make that number as small as possible. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM:  Surely Bouygues cannot have spent £21 million on delivering nothing?  How 

can they have spent that money?  I understand they might have had some people working on it, working up 

things, but they were not actually spending it because they had not actually built the project, so I do not 

understand how they could have spent £21 million.  I would like evidence - if you are able to find it - of how 

they have been trying to claw back money from Bouygues. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  It is not clawing back money from 

Bouygues as much as it is that the construction contract signed by the Garden Bridge Trust set out a number 

of obligations that the Trust would have back to the construction contractor if the project were to be 

terminated.  What the Trust has been negotiating is to minimise those obligations over and above what is in 

the contract.  They have been pushing the boundaries of what they originally signed up to. 

 

It has been the Trust fronting that up.  They have been having all those discussions with them.  We have been 

very, very clear with them that what we expect to see is evidence of how the conditions of the underwriting 

agreement have been met and incontrovertible evidence that we must make this payment.  In parallel with 

that, we have been saying to them that we do expect them to make every effort they can to reduce those 

liabilities as far as possible. 

 



 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  There is one thing that I was wondering, I believe the total final cost was 

£53 million, £43 million of which is being paid by the public sector.  Do you know where that £10 million 

difference is coming from? 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  From a variety of private sources who 

donated their money with no clawback mechanisms in the event that the project did not proceed. 

 

Tom Copley AM (Chair):  That is all the questions that we have, so thank you very much for being here for 

more than two hours, and we will see you again, I believe, on 13 May [2019].  You are free to go. 

 

Andy Brown (Head of Corporate Affairs, Transport for London):  Thank you. 

 


